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RSOTrading company is one of the most leading export companies in Iran 

in the field of exporting industrial goods , machinery and oil dramatizes 

to west of Africa and Middle East countries.

We Provide our customer with all kind of construction equipments Such 

as: Asphalt plant, Batching plant, Crusher Plants ,block making machines 

and  etc which are exactly similar to the original ones in Europe and 

U.S.A .

We have installed more than 50 of Incomparable developing projects in 

abroad such as Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Sudan, Nigeria, Gabon, Cameron, 

Guinea, Equatorial, Ivory coast, Angola, Congo and etc.

Over ten years beneficial working in export has gained us a leading 

position in this oriented field. 

Promptness, quality and service after sales are our motto in our job .Our 

customer satisfaction is our best propaganda in our job to be extended 

.This company with so much effort in industrial machinery has been 

introduced as the best exporter in Qom province.
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Advantages of Motor Oil SF/CD:

Suitable for Diesel and Gasoline Engines

resistant against oxidation.

prevents the bearings from corrosion.

Grade :50 ,15w40 , 20w40 , 20w50

Packing in :Tin 1L(24*1L) , Tin 4L(6*4L) , Pail 20L , Drum 208L

Standards: 584 ،DEF – STAN 1 – 43/1 ،API SE/CD

Hydraulic Oil

Performance Level:

Hydraulic H H

Applications:

Suitable for Hydraulic and circulating systems, hydraulic transmission system, 

applications such as gear boxes crankcases of some kinds of compress, anti-

friction bearing of pumps, textile machinery's tools.

Packing: 

Vessels of 1,4,10 and mental drum 208 lit.

Analysis:

Viscosity Grade 22 32 46 68 Test Method ASTM

Viscosity@40°Ccst 24 34 48 69 D-445

Viscosity Index(VI) 95 95 95 95 D-2270

Flash Point °C min 145 166 180 180 D-92

Pour Point °C max -9 -6 -6 -6 D-97

Density@15°C,gr/m³ 860 870 875 875 D-1298
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